
The Pinhawk SLF Single-Length Fairway Woods are for single length players to complement the Pinhawk
Irons and/or Pinhawk Hybrids. Golfers of all handicaps can benefit by using these fairways that are specifically
designed so they all can be played at the same length (same as a 5-wood). Fine-tuned perimeter weighting
also gives these woods maximum forgiveness. You'll find the low center of gravity gets the ball up quickly and
easily with a perfect trajectory. Your ball position stays the same, your stance stays the same, and your spine
angle stays the same. Same proven single-length technology, with the same swing on the same plane, with
the same feel for each fairway wood. Now you can have not only more consistency in your iron play, but also
more consistency in your fairway wood play. Testing has proven that the loft gapping on the Pinhawk SLF to
be a perfect 4 degrees between clubs. The Pinhawk SLF fairways conform to the Rules of Golf. Note that
Pinhawk is a trademarked line of golf clubs not designed by Hireko Golf or MTM Sports Canada.
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VM13583-003 RH #3 16° 59 d 220 Square 32 mm 180 cc 42 in 0.335"

VM13583-005 RH #5 20° 59 d 220 Square 32 mm 165 cc 42 in 0.335"

VM13583-007 RH #7 24° 59 d 220 Square 32 mm 160 cc 42 in 0.335"
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Looking for more consistency from your iron game? You need to seriously consider the Pinhawk SL single
length irons! They are extremely popular for a reason. Contrary to a traditional set of irons, the SL's are all
designed to be the same length throughout the entire set. In addition, the swingweight and flex are also
the same. This allows the golfer to use the same swing, on the same plane, with the same feel, for each
iron in the set. The loft gapping is slightly larger than traditional irons; this is to maintain a proper distance
gap between clubs. The suggested men’s length for the Pinhawk SL's is 37", which is a typical 7 iron length.
Note that Pinhawk is a trademarked line of golf clubs not designed by Hireko Golf or MTM Sports Canada.
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Model # Hand Club Loft Lie Weight Offset Bounce Std Clublength Hosel ID

VI3661-004 RH #4 20° 62.5 d 272 3 mm 3 d 37 in 0.370"

VI3661-005 RH #5 25° 62.5 d 272 3 mm 3 d 37 in 0.370"

VI3661-006 RH #6 30° 62.5 d 272 3 mm 3 d 37 in 0.370"

VI3661-007 RH #7 35° 62.5 d 272 3 mm 3 d 37 in 0.370"

VI3661-008 RH #8 39° 62.5 d 272 3 mm 3 d 37 in 0.370"

VI3661-009 RH #9 43° 62.5 d 272 3 mm 3 d 37 in 0.370"

VI3661-10P RH PW 47° 62.5 d 272 3 mm 3 d 37 in 0.370"

VI3661-15G RH GW 51° 62.5 d 272 3 mm 6 d 37 in 0.370"

VI3661-20S RH SW 55° 62.5 d 272 3 mm 12 d 37 in 0.370"

VI3661-30L RH LW 59º 62.5 d 272 3 mm 6 d 37 in 0.370"

Available as components or 
completely assembled.
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The Pinhawk SLH single-length hybrids offer a unique choice in single-length technology for players looking
for consistent ball striking. Golfers of all handicaps can benefit by using these hybrids that are specifically
designed to all be played at the same length. You also can mix and match the Pinhawk SLH Hybrids with the
Pinhawk SL irons too. Contrary to traditional hybrids that vary in length, the SLH hybrids are all designed to be
the same length throughout the entire set and have the exact same swingweight and flex, so the golfer only
has to “learn” one swing that works for him or her. This enables the golfer’s swing to become more easily
repeatable. The suggested men’s length for the Pinhawk SL's is 37"(steel), which is a typical 7 iron length. The
Pinhawk SLH Hybrids conform to the Rules of Golf. Note that Pinhawk is a trademarked line of golf clubs not
designed by Hireko Golf or MTM Sports Canada.

Model # Hand Club Loft Lie Weight Offset Volume Std Clublength Hosel ID

VIW1289AU-004 RH #4 20° 62.5 d 272 -3 mm 108 cc 37 in 0.370"

VIW1289AU-005 RH #5 25° 62.5 d 272 -3 mm 108 cc 37 in 0.370"

VIW1289AU-006 RH #6 30° 62.5 d 272 -3 mm 108 cc 37 in 0.370"

VIW1289AU-007 RH #7 35° 62.5 d 272 -3 mm 108 cc 37 in 0.370"

VIW1289AU-008 RH #8 39° 62.5 d 272 -3 mm 108 cc 37 in 0.370"

VIW1289AU-009 RH #9 43° 62.5 d 272 -3 mm 108 cc 37 in 0.370"

VIW1289AU-10P RH PW 47° 62.5 d 272 -3 mm 108 cc 37 in 0.370"

VIW1289AU-15A RH AW 51° 62.5 d 272 -3 mm 108 cc 37 in 0.370"

VIW1289AU-20S RH SW 55° 62.5 d 272 -3 mm 108 cc 37 in 0.370"

Available as components or 
completely assembled.
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